Comparison (Revision) (1)

Let's practise using comparisons in English!
When you want to use an adjective for comparison you need to add an "er" or just "r" if the word already ends with
an "e". So "tall" - "taller" OR "simple" - "simpler".
To form a sentence use the word "than". For example: Tom is taller than Mike.
For a few longer adjectives (with more than two syllables) you need to add "more" in front of the adjective instead of
adding "er". For example: Lucy is more excited than her sister.
For the superlative add "est" to the end of the adjective. For example Tom is the tallest boy in our class.
There are also a few irregulars where the normal rules don't work:
good -> better -> best
bad -> worse -> worst
much -> more -> most
many -> more -> most
little -> less -> least
Also look out for adjectives that end with a "y"! Here you need to replace the "y" with an "i". For example the adjective
"tidy": He is tidier than his little sister. OR He is the tidiest in our family.
Don't forget: Double the consonant after a short vowel: big - bigger - biggest OR sad - sadder - saddest

James is ______________ than Tobi.
smaller
smalles
small

I am the ______________ in our class!
fastest
fast
faster

Mr Reynold is the ______________ teacher in our school.
Insert the right form of "strict"

I think cats are ______________ than dogs, don't you think?
Insert the right form of "good"
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Joshua is the ______________ boy I know.
funnyest
funnier
funniest

You have built the ______________ tower!
bigest
biggest
bigger

I think Maths is ______________ than English.
Insert the right form of "bad"

Kylie is the ______________ girl in my class.
Insert the right form of "nice"

Biology is my _________ favourite subject.
less
least
little

Can you pass me the sheet with the _________ tasks, please?
easier
easyist
easyer

My dog is ______________ than yours, don't you think?
Insert the right form of "little"

This film is even more ______________ than the previous one!
boringest
boringer
boring

My brother is getting an award today. He is the ______________ excited boy at school today!
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